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ABSTRACT
Expression profiling of the 59 ends of uncapped mRNAs (‘‘degradome’’ sequencing) can be used to empirically catalog
microRNA (miRNA) targets, to probe patterns of miRNA hairpin processing, to examine mRNA decay, and to analyze
accumulation of endogenous short interfering RNA (siRNA) precursors. We sequenced and analyzed the degradome of the moss
Physcomitrella patens, an important model system for functional genomic analyses in plant evolution. A total of 52 target
mRNAs of 27 different Physcomitrella miRNA families were identified. Many targets of both more conserved and less conserved
miRNA families encoded putative regulatory proteins. Remnants of MIRNA hairpin processing also populated the degradome
data and indicated an unusual ‘‘loop-first’’ mode of precise processing for the MIR319 gene family. Precise loop-first processing
was confirmed for native Physcomitrella, rice, and Arabidopsis MIR319 hairpins, as well as an Arabidopsis artificial MIRNA
(aMIRNA) based upon a MIR319 backbone. MIR319 is thus a conserved exception to the general rule of loop-last processing of
MIRNA hairpins. Loop-first MIR319 processing may contribute to the high efficacy of a widely used MIR319-based strategy for
aMIRNA production in plants.
Keywords: microRNA; uncapped mRNAs; plants; Physcomitrella; genomics; second-generation sequencing

INTRODUCTION
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are potent post-transcriptional generegulatory elements in animals, plants, and some unicellular
eukaryotes. miRNAs typically fulfill this regulatory role by
acting as target-selecting components for Argonaute (AGO)
proteins. The molecular consequences of miRNA-mediated
AGO–target interactions can vary depending upon the
extent (Hutvagner and Zamore 2002), geometry (FrancoZorrilla et al. 2007), and location (Gu et al. 2009) of
miRNA–target complementarity, as well as the differing
capabilities of the AGO proteins in question (Montgomery
et al. 2008), and likely other, as yet, undiscovered factors
(Voinnet 2009). Currently known miRNA–target interacReprint requests to: Michael J. Axtell, Huck Institutes of the Life
Sciences, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania
16802, USA; e-mail: mja18@psu.edu; fax: (814) 863-1357.
Article published online ahead of print. Article and publication date are
at http://www.rnajournal.org/cgi/doi/10.1261/rna.1774909.
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tions in plants often result in AGO-catalyzed cleavage (e.g.,
‘‘slicing’’) of the targeted mRNA (Mallory and Bouche 2008).
Detecting the downstream remnants of AGO-catalyzed slicing by RNA ligase-mediated 59-rapid amplification of cDNA
ends (RLM-59-RACE) (Liu and Gorovsky 1993) is thus
a powerful tool for in vivo validation of predicted miRNA
targets in plants (Llave et al. 2002; Kasschau et al. 2003). For
many of these plant targets, slicing alone does not account
for the entirety of the miRNA-mediated repression observed
at the level of protein accumulation (Chen 2004; Brodersen
et al. 2008; Dugas and Bartel 2008). RLM-59-RACE-based
methods nonetheless can confirm such targets because they
are indeed sliced by AGO proteins in vivo. However, at least
a few plant miRNA target sites function without any detectable slicing (Axtell et al. 2006; Franco-Zorrilla et al.
2007; Brodersen et al. 2008); RLM-59-RACE-based methods
are insufficient to detect such targets.
Discovery of the sliced subset of miRNA targets can be
uncoupled from a priori computational target predictions
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by an RLM-59-RACE-based methodology which we have
termed ‘‘degradome’’ sequencing (Addo-Quaye et al. 2008;
German et al. 2008; Gregory et al. 2008). The degradome
refers to the population of uncapped mRNA fragments
present within a specimen; deep sequencing of the 59 ends
of the degradome can find the downstream remnants of
miRNA-mediated slicing (Addo-Quaye et al. 2008), as well
as remnants of processed MIRNA precursors (German et al.
2008) and accumulation of endogenous siRNA precursor
transcripts (Gregory et al. 2008). While the sliced mRNA
fragments resulting from miRNA-directed AGO cleavage
account for only a tiny fraction of the degradome, they can
be confidently discerned by their abundance, precise
alignments with known miRNAs, and randomizations
(Addo-Quaye et al. 2009). In contrast to microarray-based
methods to detect uncapped mRNAs (Jiao et al. 2008;
Franco-Zorrilla et al. 2009), degradome sequencing allows
precise determination of 59 end positions. This precision
aids greatly in separating AGO-catalyzed cleavage products
(which always cleave the target precisely between positions
10 and 11 relative to the guiding small RNA) from the high
background of non-AGO-processed uncapped mRNAs.
The moss Physcomitrella patens is amenable to reverse
genetic analysis and has a completely sequenced genome
(Quatrano et al. 2007). Bryophytes like Physcomitrella are
thought to closely resemble the first land plants in their
gametophyte-dominated life cycles, lack of lignified vascular
tissue, and morphology. A handful of abundant miRNAs
are invariant between basal plants like Physcomitrella and
more recently derived lineages, such as Arabidopsis and
Oryza (Axtell and Bowman 2008). Additionally, a great
number of seemingly bryophyte-specific miRNAs have
been revealed by small RNA sequencing efforts (Arazi
et al. 2005; Talmor-Neiman et al. 2006a; Axtell et al. 2007;
Fattash et al. 2007). We and others have computationally
predicted targets for Physcomitrella miRNAs and certain
siRNAs; some of these predictions have been validated by
gene-specific assays (Arazi et al. 2005; Talmor-Neiman
et al. 2006a,b; Axtell et al. 2007; Fattash et al. 2007). In
the present study, we identified sliced miRNA targets independent of computational predictions by degradome analysis from wild-type Physcomitrella.
Liberation of most miRNA/miRNA* duplexes from
canonical MIRNA precursor stem–loops requires two cycles
of cleavage by endonucleases with tandem RNase III
domains: One at the loop-distal position, and another at
the loop-proximal position. In animals, the two processing
steps are spatially separated and performed by distinct
enzymes: Drosha makes the first cut at the loop-distal
position in the nucleus, while Dicer makes the second cut
at the loop-proximal position in the cytoplasm (Kim et al.
2009). In certain cases (‘‘miRtrons’’), the spliceosome and
subsequent debranching of intron lariats substitute for the
loop-distal cleavage in animals (Okamura et al. 2007; Ruby
et al. 2007). In contrast, a single Arabidopsis Dicer-like

enzyme (DCL1) is genetically necessary (Park et al. 2002;
Reinhart et al. 2002) and biochemically sufficient (along
with noncatalytic cofactors) (Dong et al. 2008) to fully
liberate most miRNA/miRNA* duplexes from hairpin precursors in the nucleus. Processing intermediates indicative
of ‘‘loop-last’’ processing have been observed in Arabidopsis
(Kurihara and Watanabe 2004; Vaucheret et al. 2006),
suggesting that, as in animals, the first cleavage of plant
MIRNA hairpins occurs at the loop-distal position. We
found that the Physcomitrella degradome contained numerous sequences corresponding to MIRNA hairpins. The
positions of these apparent DCL processing remnants
generally supported the loop-last hypothesis with the
prominent exception of MIR319 family hairpins. We
confirmed that precise processing at loop-proximal sites
occurs before processing at the loop-distal sites of Physcomitrella MIR319 hairpins. We also found that both native
rice and Arabidopsis MIR319 hairpins as well as a MIR319abased artificial MIRNA (aMIRNA) were precisely processed
in a loop-first manner. The MIR319 family, a member of
which is widely used as a backbone for amiRNA expression
in plants (Schwab et al. 2006), thus appears to be a conserved exception to the general rule of loop-last MIRNA
hairpin processing in plants.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Physcomitrella degradome
A library comprised of z27-nucleotide (nt) cDNA tags
deriving from the 59 ends of uncapped RNAs was prepared
from polyA-enriched RNA derived from 10-d-old wildtype Physcomitrella patens protonemata. Library construction was similar to our previously described method
(Addo-Quaye et al. 2008) except that reverse transcription
was primed with an oligo-dT tailed adapter, MmeI restriction was replaced by EcoP15I restriction (resulting
in z27-nt instead of z21-nt inserts), and the final 59 and
39 adapters were modified for compatibility with the
Applied Biosystems SOLiD DNA sequencing system (see
the schematic in Supplemental Methods). Colorspace
SOLiD reads 35 nt in length derived from the degradome
sample were sorted from a co-sequenced ‘‘filler’’ sample,
trimmed to retain colors corresponding only to the 59-most
24 nt of the cDNA insert, and translated directly to DNAspace prior to mapping (see Materials and Methods). Each
24-nt tag represented the 59 end of an uncapped mRNA. A
total of 14,196,093 of the trimmed degradome tags exactly
matched one or more positions in the Physcomitrella
nuclear genome assembly (Fig. 1A). The sampled abundance of uncapped 59 ends at each position in the genome
was tabulated with abundances scaled to repeat-normalized
reads per million. Genome browser-compatible files showing the aligned position(s) of each of the 2,697,912 unique
24-nt tags (in .bed format, regardless of abundance) as well
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 1. Mapping and analysis of the Physcomitrella degradome. (A) Proportional Venn diagram showing number of processed degradome
tags mapping to the genome and/or the sense strand of the transcriptome. (B,C) Examples of confidently identified sliced miRNA targets. The
frequencies of degradome tags with 59 ends at the indicated positions are shown in black, with the frequency at position 10 of the inset miRNAtarget alignment highlighted in red. Full details of all confidently identified miRNA targets are in Supplemental Table 1.

as quantitative representations of 59 abundances from both
the Watson and Crick genomic strands (in ‘‘.wig format’’)
are available from our laboratory website (http://www.
bio.psu.edu/people/faculty/Axtell/AxtellLab/Data.html).
Our previous predictions of Physcomitrella miRNA
targets used the 35,938 mRNA annotations of the ‘‘filtered
models 3’’ (FM3) data set (Axtell et al. 2007). We have
since observed several cases in which high-confidence
transcript annotations were not included in this data set
but were present in a broader set of 228,057 unfiltered
transcript models (UNF) produced by multiple computational and manual methods (Rensing et al. 2008). Using
this expanded set of possible transcripts increased the
complexity of the analysis because a single locus was almost
always represented by multiple variant annotations. However, using the UNF set of variant annotations also decreased the chances of inadvertently ignoring a miRNA
target. In total, 11,508,954 of the trimmed degradome reads
exactly matched the sense strand of one or more of the
UNF transcript models. A subset of 287,318 of these
transcript-matched reads did not match the genome itself.
Most of these were likely to have been tags which spanned
exon–exon junctions. A subset of 2,974,457 of the genomematched reads was not matched to the sense strand of any
UNF transcripts (Fig. 1A). These included tags which
emanated from introns, antisense transcripts, or regions
which were unannotated.
Sliced miRNA targets: Comparison of predictions
and empirical data
A nonredundant set of mature Physcomitrella miRNA
sequences was generated from miRBase 13.0 and used to
search the degradome data for cognate slicing remnants
2114
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from the UNF transcriptome using CleaveLand (AddoQuaye et al. 2009). For each potential cleavage site found,
CleaveLand scored the alignment between miRNA and
target using a previously described rubric (Allen et al.
2005). In addition, the quality of the degradome signal at
the cleavage site was categorized based on the relative
amount of degradome tags mapping to other portions of
the transcript: Category one transcripts (those where the
presumed cleavage site has the most degradome tags) are
the highest confidence, followed by categories two and
three (Addo-Quaye et al. 2008). We wished to minimize
false identifications of sliced miRNA targets and therefore
applied strict cutoffs to the alignment scores accepted for
each category. Alignment scores of 4.5, 3.5, and 2.5 were
the highest allowed for category one, two, and three targets,
respectively. If one or more alignments below these initial
cutoffs were found when analyzing 10 randomized miRNA
controls, the cutoff score for that particular miRNA was
lowered accordingly. In cases where the same cleavage site
aligned to multiple miRNA queries, the miRNA family
member with the best scoring alignment was retained.
Filtering the CleaveLand output according to these criteria
gave a total of 321 high-confidence cleavage sites from the
UNF transcriptome (Supplemental Table 1). Because of the
redundancy in transcript annotation, this corresponded to
52 distinct targets of 27 miRNA families (Fig. 1B,C; Table 1;
Supplemental Table 1). Most (n = 37) of the confidently
identified targets were classified as category one, while
a minority were category two (n = 5) or three (n = 10).
Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE was previously used to
confirm miRNA-mediated slicing of 34 protein-coding
target transcripts (Talmor-Neiman et al. 2006a; Axtell et al.
2007; Fattash et al. 2007). Fifteen of these were also confidently identified in our degradome analysis (Supplemental
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TABLE 1. Sliced miRNA targets in Physcomitrella confidently identified by degradome
sequencing
miRNA
family
miR156
miR160
miR171
miR390
miR408
miR408
miR477
miR477
miR477
miR529
miR534
miR536
miR538
miR898
miR902-5p
miR902-5p
miR1023-5p
miR1027
miR1028-3p
miR1028-5p
miR1029
miR1038-5p
miR1039-5p
miR1043-3p
miR1043-3p
miR1049
miR1049
miR1065
miR1073-5p
miR1073-5p
miR1073-5p
miR1078
miR1211
miR1216
miR1216
miR1222

Description of proteins encoded by target transcripts
SBP-box transcription factors
Auxin response factor
GRAS-domain transcription factors
Unknown
Plastocyanin-like
Copper-oxidase domain containing
Heat-shock protein related
MRP-domain ribosomal protein L29-like
Zinc-finger CCT-domain proteins
AP2-domain transcription factor
Blade on Petiole 2-like BTB and ankyrin-domain proteins
Unknown
MADS-box, K-box containing transcription factors
Protein kinase
Transcription factor-like
Unknown
Similar to STOP1 (sensitive to proton rhizotoxicity 1)
transcription factors
Unknown
Similar to protein arginine N-methyltransferase
Unknown
Similar to DRE-binding transcription factor
Histone deacetylase 2-like
Similar to vesicle-associated membrane family proteins
Similar to WLIM1 transcription factor
Alcohol dehydrogenase-like
PPR-repeat protein
Unknown
Zinc-finger domain protein similar to WIP4 transcription factor
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase-like
Cu oxidase domain-containing
Glyoxal oxidase-like
Ankyrin domain-containing protein kinase
Molybdate transporter 1-like
Similar to gravitropic in the light (GIL1)
Unknown
Unknown

Details can be found in Supplemental Tables 1–3.

Table 2). Another 12 of the confidently identified targets
had been previously predicted but never confirmed (Supplemental Table 3), while the remaining seven had not
previously been predicted. Degradome tags at the known
cleavage sites were found for four more of the previously
known targets but with category/alignment score combinations which exceeded cutoffs (Supplemental Table 2).
Similarly, 14 more unconfirmed predictions also had
degradome tags at the predicted cleavage sites but failed
to meet our cutoffs for confidently identified targets
(Supplemental Table 3).
The confidently identified targets of well-conserved
miRNAs were generally homologous to those found in other
plants (Table 1). The identified targets of 20 Physcomitrellaspecific miRNA families (miR534 and higher) had several
different types of predicted functions (suggested by protein

Number
of targets
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

homology; Table 1) including Cu/Zn
oxidases (miR1073-5p), protein kinases
(miR898 and miR1078), membrane
transport (miR1039-5p), and ion transport (miR1211). Interestingly, for six of
the 20 Physcomitrella-specific miRNAs,
the target-encoded proteins were similar to DNA-binding transcription factors (Table 1; Supplemental Table 1).
These six were the targets of miR538
(MADS-box factors), miR902-5p (bHLH
factor), miR1023-5p (STOP1-like factor), miR1029 (DRE-binding factor),
miR1043-3p (WLIM1-like factor),
and miR1065 (WIP4-like zinc finger
factor). Two Physcomitrella-specific
miRNA families had identified targets
encoding proteins similar to developmental regulators (miR534: BOP2like proteins, miR1216: GIL1-like protein), while the targets of another
(miR1038-5p: Histone deacetylases)
suggested a gene regulatory function.
Our sampling of miRNA targets was
clearly incomplete (we did not capture all previously known sliced targets, and our methodology was incapable of finding any targets regulated
in the absence of slicing) and functional data are lacking. Thus, extrapolations from these data should be
interpreted cautiously. It was nonetheless striking that regulation of transcripts likely involved in gene expression and/or developmental processes
was a major theme for the readily
identifiable sliced targets of Physcomitrella miRNAs.

Remnants of MIRNA hairpin processing
in degradome data
Like AGO-catalyzed RNA cleavage, processing of primary
MIRNA transcripts by plant Dicer-Like (DCL) enzymes
leaves poly-adenylated remnants with a 59-monophosphate.
These remnants can be found by gene-specific RLM-59RACE (Rajagopalan et al. 2006; Axtell et al. 2007).
Additionally, analysis of Arabidopsis degradome data provided evidence for AGO-directed slicing of certain primary
MIRNA transcripts mediated by their cognate mature
miRNAs (German et al. 2008). To analyze degradome data
from Physcomitrella MIRNA hairpins we first filtered the
230 MIRNA loci present in miRBase 13.0 to remove those
where the annotated mature miRNA species was not
sequenced in a recent sample of 367,957 small RNAs from
www.rnajournal.org
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wild-type 10-d-old protonemata (NCBI GEO GSM313212)
(Cho et al. 2008). This had the effect of removing from
consideration MIRNAs which were not highly expressed in
the tissue from which the degradome sample was taken. Of
the remaining 123 MIRNAs, 103 (84%) had one or more
matching degradome tags (Supplemental Tables 4, 5).
We expected that degradome tags derived from the polyadenylated remnants of DCL processing could hypothetically terminate in one of two places: Either the lower or
upper cut site of the 39 arm of the stem–loop (Fig. 2A,
hollow blue and red triangles, respectively). The other potential source of MIRNA hairpin-derived degradome tags
which we considered were AGO-catalyzed slicing remnants
directed by the miRNAs themselves. The expected location
of these slicing remnants is at the tenth nucleotide of
complementarity to the miRNA or miRNA*, which is
between the upper and lower cut sites on the arm opposite
that from which the mature miRNA or miRNA* emanates
(Fig. 2A, gray and white triangles). The positions expected
for the remnants of the DCL-catalyzed upper cut, lower
cut, and the remnant of AGO-catalyzed slicing mediated by
the cognate mature miRNA were systemically estimated for
each of the 103 MIRNAs using predicted secondary
structures, the position of the annotated mature miRNA,
and the positions and abundances of MIRNA-derived small
RNAs observed from deep sequencing (Supplemental
Tables 4, 5). Sites coinciding with the most abundant
degradome signal on a given hairpin were scored as
category one, those with a relative abundance higher than
the median but lower than the maximum were scored as
category two, while minor signals were categorized as
category three. Remnants corresponding to the lower cut

FIGURE 2. Degradome tags mapping to Physcomitrella MIRNA
hairpins. (A) Schematic of a typical MIRNA hairpin showing the
position of the lower DCL processing site (blue arrowheads), upper
DCL processing site (red arrowheads), and the positions of potential
AGO-directed cleavage by the mature miRNA or miRNA* (gray and
white arrowheads). Hollow arrowheads represent expected positions
of corresponding degradome tags. Degradome tags at the filled
arrowheads are not due to canonical DCL processing. (B) Frequency,
position, and quality of degradome tags mapping to Physcomitrella
MIRNA hairpins. Category one indicates tags at that position were the
most abundant relative to other positions on the hairpin, category two
indicates tag abundances below the maximum but above the median,
and category three indicates all others. Supporting data are in
Supplemental Tables 4 and 5.
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site of the 39 arm were found for 69 out of the 103 MIRNA
hairpins; most of these (46) were category one (Fig. 2B,
hollow blue triangle). Such remnants are the expected end
products after DCL processing regardless of whether the
upper cut had occurred second or first during miRNA
biogenesis.
Unexpectedly, 37 out of the 103 hairpins showed
degradome signal at the upper cut site of the 39 arm (Fig.
2B, hollow red triangle). One interpretation of the degradome signal at this position is that precision in DCLmediated processing at the upper cut site had occurred
without the lower cut having first occurred. However,
contamination of the degradome sample with mature
miRNAs themselves could also have resulted in degradome
signals in these locations, particularly in cases where highly
abundant mature miRNAs were excised from the 39 arms
of the hairpin. To test if this was the case, we scored
degradome signal at the positions corresponding to the
lower cut site on the 59 arms of the hairpins (Fig. 2A, filled
blue triangle). Any degradome signal at this site could not
have been due to DCL catalysis because the two tandem
RNase III domains of Dicer enzymes simultaneously engage
and cleave the phosphodiester backbone on both sides of
the helical substrate (Zhang et al. 2004; Macrae et al. 2006).
Thus, the amount of degradome signal at the position
corresponding to the 59 arm lower cut site served as a proxy
to estimate the amount of mature miRNA contamination.
The amount of degradome signal from the control 59 arm
lower cut sites was essentially the same as that from the 39
arm upper cut sites (Fig. 2B), and both types of signals
tended to correlate with instances where the mature
miRNA was present on the arm of interest (Supplemental
Tables 4, 5). Thus, with one important exception (see the
section on conserved and precise loop-first processing of
MIR319 hairpins [below]), we conclude that the degradome data offer little convincing evidence for precise DCL
processing at the upper site in the absence of prior
processing at the lower site. A total of 19 of the 103 hairpins had some degradome signal at positions expected for
miRNA feedback slicing; however, only two of these
instances were supported by strong category one signals
and even in these cases the actual abundance of underlying
degradome tags was very low (for an example, see miR533a
in Supplemental Table 5). Thus, miRNA-mediated slicing
of parental MIRNA hairpins does not seem to be widespread in Physcomitrella.
Conserved and precise loop-first processing
of MIR319 hairpins
The MIR319 family is atypical in its evolutionarily consistent production of three distinct miRNA/miRNA* duplexes
from unusually long hairpins (Fig. 3A; Rajagopalan et al.
2006; Talmor-Neiman et al. 2006a; Axtell et al. 2007). The
mature miR319 emanates from the 39 arm of the lowest
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FIGURE 3. Precise and conserved ‘‘loop-first’’ processing of MIR319 hairpins. (A) Schematic of a MIR319 hairpin precursor. The position of
mature miR319 or Arabidopsis MIR319a-based amiRNAs is indicated; the regions modified for construction of Arabidopsis MIR319a-based
amiRNAs is shown in black. Arrowheads are as described in Figure 2. (B) Frequency of degradome tags (green-solid) and gene-specific (GSP)
RLM-59-RACE products (purple-dashed) mapping to the Physcomitrella MIR319b hairpin. For brevity, only the 39 arm of the hairpin is
shown—degradome data on the 59 arm were negligible and there were no gene-specific RLM-59-RACE products isolated from that region. See
Supplemental Tables 4 and 5 for full details. (C) As in B for Physcomitrella MIR319d. (D) Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE products for Physcomitrella
MIR319 hairpins. Arrowheads indicate the expected sizes of the corresponding processing remnants. The sizes of dsDNA molecular weight
standards (10 bp and 1 kb+) are indicated at right. (E) As in B for Arabidopsis MIR319a in wild-type inflorescences. See Supplemental Tables 6 and
7 for full details. (F) Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE products for Arabidopsis MIR319a and MIR319a-based aMIRNA hairpins. Labels as in D.
Asterisks indicate nonspecific artifact bands which also appeared in control reactions lacking a gene-specific primer. (G) As in B for Oryza
MIR319b. (H) As in B for Arabidopsis MIR319a-based aMIRNA over-expressing plants.

register, and is the most conserved region among MIR319
family members; however, some of the other alternative
miRNAs from the middle and upper registers also show
some degree of conservation (Palatnik et al. 2003; Li et al.
2005; Axtell et al. 2007). The functions of these alternative
miRNAs from the middle and upper registers of MIR319
hairpins are unknown—no targets for these have been
demonstrated in any species. We noticed that the members
of the Physcomitrella MIR319 family showed strong degradome signals from the 39 arms of all four DCL cut sites
(Fig. 3B,C; Supplemental Tables 4, 5). Signals at the site
separating the middle and lower register were likely to be at
least partially comprised of contaminating mature miR319
(see the section on remnants of MIRNA hairpin processing
in degradome data [above]), but the often stronger signals
from the upper-most two cut sites did not correlate with
the positions of highly abundant small RNAs (Fig. 3B,C).
Importantly, independent confirmation of the existence of
these remnants was obtained by gene-specific RLM-59RACE (Fig. 3B,C). Because these gene-specific experiments
isolated and sequenced long fragments (Fig. 3D), this result
ruled out contamination with highly abundant mature
miRNAs. Examination of previously published degradome

data (Addo-Quaye et al. 2008; German et al. 2008)
suggested that loop-first processing of MIR319 family
hairpins also occurred in Arabidopsis (Fig. 3E; Supplemental Tables 6, 7). Loop-first processing of Arabidopsis
MIR319a was confirmed by the isolation of gene-specific
RLM-59-RACE products from wild-type inflorescences
(Fig. 3E,F). A degradome library constructed from Oryza
sativa (rice) seedlings also contained remnants of MIR319
processing consistent with loop-first processing (Fig. 3G).
We concluded that bryophyte (Physcomitrella), monocot
(Oryza), and eudicot (Arabidopsis) MIR319 hairpins can be
accurately processed in a ‘‘loop-first’’ fashion at upper cut
sites without requiring an initial primary processing event
at the lowest cut site.
Arabidopsis MIR319a is frequently used as a backbone for
construction of aMIRNA hairpins in both Arabidopsis and
Physcomitrella (Schwab et al. 2006; Khraiwesh et al. 2008).
Arabidopsis MIR319a-based aMIRNAs are generated by
replacing the miR319a/miR319a* duplex region of the
precursor helix with a duplex engineered to produce
a user-specific amiRNA; this strategy modifies the sequence,
but not the predicted secondary structure, of the basal-most
section of the MIR319a hairpin (Fig. 3A; Schwab et al.
www.rnajournal.org
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2006). Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE using RNA prepared
from aMIRNA overexpressing seedlings demonstrated that
an Arabidopsis MIRNA319a-based aMIRNA was also processed in a loop-first manner in vivo (Fig. 3F,H). We
concluded that the sequence of the mature miRNA or
miRNA* does not affect loop-first processing of MIR319
family hairpins and that aMIRNAs based upon MIR319a
are likely to be processed in this unexpected fashion.
Conclusions
Our sampling of sliced Physcomitrella miRNA targets
contained many transcripts whose protein products had
similarity to regulatory factors, including putative DNAbinding transcription factors, histone modifiers, and proteins with homology with developmentally potent Arabidopsis genes (Table 1). This result is unsurprising for
miRNA families which are clearly conserved in flowering
plants (Axtell and Bowman 2008), but was more unexpected for the cohort of miRNAs which to date have
only been described in Physcomitrella. The confirmed
targets of less-conserved miRNAs in Arabidopsis tend to
be more functionally diverse than those of more-conserved
miRNAs (Fahlgren et al. 2007). Our methodology was
limited to discovery of miRNA targets which were sliced at
detectable levels by AGO proteins, and thus we suspect we
have missed many bona fide targets. Nonetheless, the
miRNA families which most easily revealed their sliced
targets clearly tended to be regulating the transcripts of
regulatory proteins.
Precise processing of miRNA/miRNA* duplexes from
precursor MIRNA hairpins is a critical step in miRNA
biogenesis. In animals, the loop-distal cleavage occurs first
followed by Dicer-catalyzed cleavage of the loop-proximal
position. Because Dicer simply measures z22 nt from the
terminus, the first loop-distal processing event is responsible for precision. Precision is achieved either by the
spliceosome (Okamura et al. 2007; Ruby et al. 2007) or
by the Drosha-containing microprocessor complex (Han
et al. 2006). In the latter case, the microprocesspor complex
makes the first cleavage z11 base pairs upstream of the
single-stranded/double-stranded junction. This requirement of the microprocessor complex likely accounts for
the very stereotypical lengths and secondary structures of
most animal MIRNAs (Han et al. 2006). In contrast, the
lengths and secondary structures of plant MIRNAs vary
widely between precisely processed families and both
cleavage events are often catalyzed by the same enzyme
(DCL1 and co-factors in Arabidopsis) (Park et al. 2002;
Reinhart et al. 2002; Dong et al. 2008). The cis-acting
factors that promote precise processing of heterogeneously
sized and structured MIRNA hairpins by a single enzyme
remain largely undocumented. The loop-distal cleavage
sites of Arabidopsis MIR163 (Kurihara and Watanabe
2004) and MIR168 (Vaucheret et al. 2006) are processed
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before the loop-proximal sites. This suggests that, like in
animals, precision in plant MIRNA processing could be
achieved by the selection of the first, loop-distal processing
site, with the second site being selected by a simple
measurement from the resulting terminus. We found that
Physcomitrella MIRNA hairpins were common sources of
uncapped RNAs, many of which were the likely remnants
of miRNA/miRNA* excision. For most MIRNAs, our
degradome data were consistent with the hypothesis of
loop-last processing and the related hypothesis that precision is frequently achieved by the first, loop-distal
processing event.
Our observations of uncapped MIR319 fragments which
terminated at the upper positions of cleavage indicated that
DCL-catalyzed processing was capable of precisely identifying the proper cleavage positions without relying upon
measuring from an initial loop-distal processing event to
set the register. One possible explanation for this observation is that the initiating cleavage event instead occurred at
the loop proximal site, and subsequent processing events
simply measured z21 nt from the first cut, in the process
liberating the three duplexes which typify the MIR319
family. A second explanation is that precision at all four
of the MIR319 processing sites was achieved independent of
any prior processing events. It is important to note that
there is as yet no evidence that the processing remnants we
have observed reflected intermediates in the production of
mature miR319—it is possible that hairpins cleaved first at
the upper positions were off-pathway products incapable of
being completely processed to yield the miR319/miR319*
duplex. The fact that loop-first processing occurred does
not rule out the possibility that canonical loop-last processing is responsible for productive MIR319 maturation.
However, even if loop-first processing of MIR319 hairpins
was an abortive side-reaction which did not contribute to
production of mature miR319, the fact remains that precise
positioning of cleavage at the three upper sites consistently
occurred without a pre-existing cut at the basal-most
position. This suggests that unique cis-acting features
dictate loop-first processing of MIR319 hairpins. Importantly, such features need not necessarily be present near
the loop themselves.
Precise loop-first processing also occurred for an
aMIRNA made using a widely used Arabidopsis MIR319abased strategy. It has been demonstrated that MIR319abased aMIRNA transgenes outperform MIR172a-based ones
encoding identical mature amiRNAs (Schwab et al. 2006),
and that an engineered variant of MIR168 produces amiRNAs
of aberrant size (Vaucheret et al. 2004). One speculative
explanation for these observations is that the unusual loopfirst processing of MIR319 sets the register for successive
cleavages which eventually liberate the miR319/miR319* or
amiRNA/amiRNA* duplex. If the cis-acting hairpin features
which direct precision at the loop are indeed loop-proximal, they would be spatially separated from the loop-distal
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regions which are modified during aMIRNA construction,
thus preventing modifications from affecting precision of
processing. Understanding the cis-acting features which
direct precise processing of both the typical loop-last plant
MIRNA hairpins and of the atypical loop-first MIR319
family is an important goal for future research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Degradome library construction
Wild-type 10-d-old Physcomitrella patens (Gransden) protonemata were cultured, harvested, and total RNA extracted as
previously described (Cho et al. 2008). Approximately 200 ng of
polyA-enriched RNA were directly ligated to a chimeric DNA/
RNA adapter containing a 39 EcoP15I site using T4 RNA Ligase 1
(New England Biolabs). After fractionation through S-400 spin
columns (GE Healthcare) to deplete short RNAs, samples were
reverse-transcribed with Superscript III (Invitrogen) primed with
a T20 tailed adapter. After treatment with RNase H (New England
Biolabs), the primary cDNA was amplified with primers specific
for the 59 and 39 adapters and digested with EcoP15I (New
England Biolabs). The entire sample was then ligated to a dsDNA
adapter using T4 DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs) followed by
PAGE purification of the z97-nt population of 59 end adapter
ligated fragments. After amplification, the sample was analyzed on
the SOLiD 2 sequencing system (Applied Biosystems). Because the
SOLiD 2 system is incapable of analyzing samples where every
nucleotide is identical (the first six nucleotides of the degradome
samples are the EcoP15I recognition site), our sequencing runs
mixed in an irrelevant sample with SOLiD adapters from an
unrelated experiment at a ratio of nine parts degradome to one
part ‘‘filler.’’ A detailed protocol including oligo sequences and
a schematic flow-chart is available (Supplementary Methods).
Oryza degradome sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer
platform using poly(A)+ RNA harvested from three-week-old
seedlings was essentially as described by Addo-Quaye et al.
(2008), and will be described more fully in another publication.

Initial data analysis
Raw colorspace reads were first parsed to separate the degradome
reads from the ‘‘filler’’ by identifying the presence of the colors
corresponding to the 6-nt EcoP15I site. Reads with the site were
trimmed and retained, while reads lacking the site were discarded.
Although EcoP15I cleavage is expected to chiefly generate 27-nt
fragments, we have consistently observed a distribution of
EcoP15I-derived cleavage sizes ranging from z25 to z29 nt (data
not shown). By computationally trimming the 39 ends to leave
24-nt reads we increased the probability that the resulting data are
largely free of contamination by adapter sequences, and also
removed data from the 39 of the read which is typically of lower
quality. The SOLiD system’s two-base encoding scheme allows
single color errors to cause ‘‘frameshifts’’ if the read is translated
to DNA before mapping to a reference. Because we only wished to
analyze those trimmed reads which could be exactly matched to
either the Physcomitrella nuclear genome or nuclear transcriptome
we directly translated into DNA space before mapping. Thus, any

sequencing errors, including translation-induced frameshifts, were
likely to be ignored as they would be unlikely to exactly match the
reference sequences. Trimmed 24-nt DNA reads, where the first
nucleotide represented an uncapped 59 end, were mapped to the
version 1.1 Physcomitrella genome and to the unfiltered set of
transcript annotations using Oligomap (Berninger et al. 2008)
followed by parsing to retain only exact matches to either polarity
of the genome or to the sense polarity of the transcriptome.
Mapped 24-nt degradome tags have been deposited in NCBI GEO
(GSE16367). Genome browser track files for the mapped data are
also available from our lab website (http://www.bio.psu.edu/
people/faculty/Axtell/AxtellLab/Data.html). The Oryza degradome
data have also been deposited in NCBI GEO (GSE17398).

Identification of sliced miRNA targets and MIRNA
processing remnants
Sliced miRNA targets were identified using CleaveLand (AddoQuaye et al. 2009) using the unfiltered set of Physcomitrella draft
genome version 1.1 transcripts and all miRBase 13.0 mature
miRNA sequences as input. The initial CleaveLand output, including all matches for alignment scores up to seven, was first
condensed to remove redundant cleavage sites which often resulted
from multiple sequence variants from the same miRNA family.
Candidate targets were further filtered to eliminate instances with
alignment scores exceeding 4.5, 3.5, and 2.5 for category one, two,
and three targets, respectively. Ten randomized shuffles were
analyzed for each miRNA query. If any of these shuffles found
a hit with an alignment score at or below the initial thresholds, the
final alignment score cutoff for that query was lowered to 0.5
below the score of the random hit. Cleavage sites passing these
quality filters were then collapsed to give nonredundant genes by
assessing the genomic locations of overlapping transcript models
(Supplemental Table 1). Previously predicted targets (Supplemental Table 3) were from Axtell et al. (2007). Degradome tags
matching MIRNA hairpins were assessed by comparisons of their
respective genomic coordinates (Supplemental Tables 4–7).

Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE and aMIRNA
experiments
Gene-specific RLM-59-RACE was performed essentially as described (Axtell et al. 2007) except that the 59 RNA adapter and 39
oligo-dT primer sequences were changed for compatibility with
EcoP15I degradome libraries for the SOLiD DNA sequencing
system (Oligos are listed in Supplemental Methods). Arabidopsis
MIR319a and aMIRNA experiments used total RNA as input
instead of poly(A)+ RNA and were reverse-transcribed using
a gene-specific oligo (59-CCAGAACTATATATACGAAGGCAGC
ATA-39). The gene-specific oligo sequences were:
ppt-MIR319b outer: 59-TCTTGGAACGCAGGTGCAACAGAAG
ACT-39;
ppt-MIR319b inner: 59-GGTCAGCCCAACACCACGGGAACATG
AA-39;
ppt-MIR319d outer: 59-CAGTTATCCCCTTTTATCCAGGGTTC
AT-39;
ppt-MIR319d inner: 59-TAGATCAAGAACCTTGGTACGCTCT
ACA-39; and
ath-MIR319a: 59-GTCACTTAGTGGATCAAGCATGTTTTTGTG-39.
www.rnajournal.org
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A MIR319a-based aMIRNA under the control of the 35S promoter
was designed to express an amiRNA of the sequence 59-UUGGGC
AAAAGUUAGUGGCUU-39 according to the WMD2 web microRNA designer (http://wmd2.weigelworld.org/cgi-bin/mirnatools.
pl?page=8) using vector pRS300 as described (Schwab et al. 2006).
Total RNA for RLM-59-RACE was extracted from 10-d-old T3
homozygous aMIRNA seedlings.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material can be found at http://www.rnajournal.org.
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